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Fashion Designer

Artist 

Content Creator

Story Teller 

Creative Director 

Stylist

Wellness entrepreneur

Event Planner 

Live Painter

Art Director

Traveller 

Product & Lifestyle Photographer
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#Living Luxe 

Experience life through authentic,

purpose driven, story telling 
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ABOUT ME

Erica Appleby is a Freelance multi-disciplinary Creator & Curator.

Blending a passion of Art, design, photography and travel to create with

love and purpose. Through her keen eye & Experience The Luxe Art Tech

Brand Offers a view of beauty and exploration, with Above passions each

serving as a entry point to weave together elegance, wanderlust, edge

and Unforgettable moments.

Seeing Deeply into the world and reaching beyond the surface to the

very heart beat of of Creation, Erica Appleby considers the emotive and

cultural qualities of Life. Through movement, music, Art and Authentic

Relationship. She focus on connection and communication that is warm

and Honest. 

Erica Appleby is Equipped and connected to a network to create, manage,

facilitate and implement various types of projects. Launched in 2019 Luxe

Art Tech is a Creative Agency with A Distinctive Aesthetic. Creating Red

Carpet looks and sought after by Some of the best in the industry like

singer Sewing.
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" it is in all of us to defy expectations, to go into the world and to be

brave, and to want, to need, to hunger for adventures. to embrace the

chance and risk so that we many breathe and know what it is to be free."

- Mae Chevrette

with much courage and freedom we are empowered to live a life that is

#luxe (fruitful, colorful, abundant and Calm). this is the essence of the

Erica appleby Brand 



Acrylic, Water Color & Murals 
Painting 
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Illustration
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Resort Inspired Illustrations

Digital & Traditional
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Press & Clients 
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Client | 

Who | 

Goal | 

Concept  | 

What I Did  | 

ETA Luxe 

ETA Luxe is a lifestyle brand I founded and Creative

directed dedicated to the every evolving woman

and lover of art & wonderlust  world

to redefine the way that women saw themselves in

a world defined for their beauty & monetary

background. Giving them affordable luxury items

that allow them to define their style. 

as founder and Creative Director, I create all digital assets, print

material, photoshoot concepts, social media presents & dialog to

customer, look book & presentation for the brand, My job is to

ensure that the brand voice is clear and translated in a manor that

is harmonies for the women in our community. I lean heavily on

boosting confidence, gaining inspiration from nature and rebuilding

the idea of luxury. The creative approach is always that of

resourcefulness & intention. While making space for the unseen. 

Art Direction

photography

set & Location scouting

Fashion Design

Technical Design 

styling

copy

graphic Design

model Scouting 

Photo editing

Video Editing

Videography 

Social Media Content

Fashion Show runway Production  
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vibe magazine final images

creative direction, styling , photo editing 
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Print Creation
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vibe magazine final images

creative direction, styling , photo editing Di
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BTS Look Book Still & Video Creation 



11Produced & Directed a Digital Runway Show
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https://youtu.be/eD68BAOQ7Is
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social media content creation
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VIsual Design : Web Design & Social Media

Content  
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Client | 

Who | 

Goal | 

Concept  | 

What I Did  | 

blak best body co

blak best body co is a Wellness & Body Brand &

Retailer.  Made solely with organic and ethical

ingredients to create their products. 

to launch and introduce the brand to its growing

community. While Establishing the "good enough to

eat" concept and image to its Audience.

to introduce, Launch and share the quality of the products in a "its

good enough to eat" thought and feel. As it is valuable for the

black and urban communities to understand organic foods &

products.  i created a series of visually stimulating sets to express

and highlight each ingredient in the products. 

Art Direction

Concept

photography

Photo styling

copy

graphic Design

Photo editing

Video Editing

Videography 

Social Media Content

Black Best Body Co. 
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woman's Line: Product styling, Photography, photo editing
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Art Direction, Product styling & Photography 



17Web design and social media content creation 
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mood board, product mock up 

Product Redesign
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Client | 

Who | 

Goal | 

Concept  | 

What I Did  | 

Singer Sewing co

Singer Corporation is an American manufacturer of

consumer sewing machines, first established as I. M.

Singer & Co

to connect Singer Sewing with younger audience,

within their community and beyond, while also

honoring The heritage of the company through

Fashion for their 100th year anniversary. 

Singer Sewing wanted to connect with the audience and Recreate an

old advertisement in a new way. With the recreation of their original

vintage sewing Machine to be digital for the new school feel and

Audience. BY blending the vintage feel with the new digital product

for their 100th Anniversary We connected the old and new audiences

of Singer. 

Fashion Design 

copy

Concept 

Styling 

Singer Sewing Co.



Creative Design & Garment Construction 
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Client | 

Who | 

Goal | 

Concept  | 

What I Did  | 

golden strokes Painting Wellness 

Golden strokes Arts collective is a Creative and

Wellness Company, that caters  to allowing artist

and Clients to rediscover their creativity and

Spiritual Selves. With a combination of Art therapy

and  

to redefine the way that women saw themselves in

a world defined for their beauty & monetary

background. Giving them affordable luxury items

that allow them to define their style. 

as founder and Creative Director, I create all digital assets, print

material, photoshoot concepts, social media presents & dialog to

customer, look book & presentation for the brand, My job is to

ensure that the brand voice is clear and translated in a manor that

is harmonies for the women in our community. I lean heavily on

boosting confidence, gaining inspiration from nature and rebuilding

the idea of luxury. The creative approach is always that of

resourcefulness & intention. While making space for the unseen. 

Art Direction

photography

Photo styling

copy

graphic Design

Photo editing

Video Editing

Videography 

Social Media Content

Painting W
ellness 



Art Direction & Visual Design 

Painting W
ellness 
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Client | 

Who | 

Goal | 

Concept  | 

What I Did  | 

Scienze Music 

Scienze Music is a contemporary Artist that strives

to nourish his audience with good & Thought

provoking music  

to redefine and restructure the way that his

audience saw him as an artist & Creator 

We wanted to create a edgier look and vibe for Scienze's persona.

Using a combination of performance art and contemporary art

direction we created a vision for what each scene, outfit &

character should look like. Using color theory, We created a

meaningful shift to his persona.

Art Direction

Styling

Photo styling

copy

Social Media Content

Scienze- IW
RAW

BFY



Concept Styling & Mood board
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Styling  &  Creative Direction

Music Video
25

Video Stills 
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Client | 

Who | 

Goal | 

Concept  | 

What I Did  | 

Tree House Airbnb

Tree house Airbnb is a luxury home stay 

broaden the Tree House Airbnb audience and Capture

meaningful COnTent to Share with the ETA Luxe AudiencE.

As Well As pulling in new Clients in from Social Media

We wanted to create a Luxury Travel Blogger Vibe. While also

creating a home away from home Feel. Capturing Vivid Colors and the

Tropical Presence of the Space. 

Tree House Air BnbArt Direction

photography

set & Location scouting

Fashion Design

Technical Design 

styling

copy

graphic Design

Photo editing

Video Editing

Videography 

Social Media Content 



Art direction, Content Creation & story telling 
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Art direction, Content Creation & story telling 
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Art direction, Content Creation & story telling 

Tree House Airbnb
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Social



Art direction, Content Creation & story telling 

Tree House Airbnb
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Client | 

Who | 

Goal | 

Concept  | 

What I Did  | 

Purpose Rose x ETa Luxe Collaboration

Purpose Rose is a sustainable Jewelry Brand that

strives to redefine how people in the community

look to the materials & Resources around them. 

Share the world with their audience to

communicate the love for the world unseen and

redefine life's elements through traveling and

experiencing the world.

To showcase the jewelry in a different space and Time. How a travel

blogger would incorporate the piece on a vacation. 

Art Direction

photography

Photo styling

copy

graphic Design

Photo editing

Video Editing

Videography 

Social Media Content
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Content Creation & Story Telling
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Ca' d; Zan Museum 
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Content Creation & story Telling



Art Direction & Photography 

E by Erica Appleby

An Ode to Mothers
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Thank you! 
#Living Luxe 

Appleby.erica@gmail.comWWW.ericaappleby.com


